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Whenever we look around, there are  so many
things to see - animals, trees, sky,
waterbodies, innumerable colors and much
more! It seems that someone has planned this
place named Earth and has beautifully
arranged diversity in one place to give  a treat
to our eyes. If we  go back to the history of life,
perhaps we will find that life started as a 
 single chemical molecule! With the passing
time, there were changes  - changes in the
environment, changes in the molecule itself 
 and more. This is what we named as
Evolution. If you just close your eyes and start
thinking, you will see that life started from the
ocean, moved to land and now is trying to
expand even beyond!. What I mean to say is
that - “Life is universal”. And like you I also
believe that this orchestration of diversity
under the heading “Life” certainly has a
disciplined mechanism of action.

So, if we want to understand about the
Science of Life, we need to know various
aspects of the mechanisms that it involves.
For example, knowledge about cells and their
structures or functions (cell biology) gives us
insight of the morphology of living organisms,
physical and chemical functions of tissues and
organs (physiology), chemistry of living
organisms (biochemistry), How various
organisms interact with their environments
(ecology), Distribution of living organisms
(biogeography), Growth and development of
plants and animals (developmental biology
and embryology) Mechanisms inside
organisms that protect them from disease and
infection (immunology) and more.

Just for our better understanding, we have
divided Science in to different branches such
as natural sciences (e.g physics, chemistry ,
biology), social sciences (e.g. economics,
sociology, psychology, etc.), formal sciences to

understand abstract concepts (e.g. maths,
computer science,logic,etc.) and applied
sciences like medicine and engineering.Thus,
it is a obvious fact that Science is not discrete
but interdisciplinary. 

With a vision to foster and a mission to
spread awareness of the importance of
interdisciplinary science, we initiated a first of
its kind interdisciplinary online monthly e-
magazine, GENOMEDEN in 2018. 

Science ( Latin ” Scientia”) means “Knowledge”.
GENOMEDEN focuses to organize
explanations towards this systematic
Knowledge about : 
a) Dental Genetics b) Saliva Diagnostics,
Research and Therapeutics, c) Healthcare
Research and Innovations, and d) Life Style
disorders.
We are a passionate and enthusiastic team
welcoming articles, essays , and creative
write-ups from students, interns, freshers,
faculties, professionals and practitioners.

GENOMEDEN has different sections of
information e.g.a) Expert's Speak b) Student's
Corner c) Faculty's Corner d) Genomeden Quiz
Contest e) Pen-A-Page Contest ( monthly
essay competition) f) Free Webinar
information e) Insights of an Industry-expert f)
Career Reviews and more! Check them to
satiet your scienctific hunger!

Let us join hands together and start this
journey to develop
right attitude (A), 
right skills (S), and 
gain right knowledge (K) 
and keep ASK-ing about Science and its
interdisciplinary nature!

Dr Gargi Roy Goswami

Editor's Note
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Expert's Speak

1.The path of saliva research and
diagnostics have always been
challenging. What was your
motivation behind initiating Oasis
Diagnostics as a company? 

After working for the two pioneers in
the area of saliva testing / oral fluid
diagnostics, I felt there were gaps that
were not being addressed by the
technologies of the two companies. My
overall goal was to improve diagnosis
of diseases using the least invasive
specimen available- saliva – in the
hope that we could improve and
hopefully save lives.

2. Is there any specific significance
for the name of your company?

The Company was originally called
Bamburgh Marrsh LLC and when I
bought out a former business partner I
needed a new name for the Company.
We needed a name that was
synonymous with fluids / water. When
you think of an Oasis you think of a
haven in the desert where you can
become replenished with water, so
what better name for an oral fluid
company at least this was my thinking
behind it!

Dr Paul Desmond Slowey
CEO and Founder
Oasis Diagnostics, USA 
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4. What was the biggest challenge
you had to overcome in your journey
with saliva? 

The biggest challenge I would say is in
convincing many of the older
generation of physicians / researchers
that saliva is a viable alternative sample
for diagnostic testing. Traditionalists
have always believed that small
concentrations of analytes could not
easily be detected in saliva and this was
true 10-15 years ago, but now due to
more sensitive technologies including
mass spectrometry, next generation
sequencing, fluorescent methods
including quantitative lateral flow, etc.
detection of small salivary biomarker
concentrations is not only possible but
relatively straight-forward.

5. Can you tell us about the offerings
/ services from Oasis ? 

Oasis provides a variety of technologies
for standardized collection of saliva for
multiple diseases including stress,
cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s
disease, concussion, malaria and others.
The range of technologies may be used
for collection from multiple population
types including infants, children,
adolescents, adults, geriatrics as well as
small and large animals. In addition our
tools are used for endocrinology,
oncology, Biobanking, consumer
genetics, hormone testing, oral fluid
drug testing and others. Finally the
company has developed a unique saliva
diagnostic platform [VerOFy® / LIAM™]
that allows multiple salivary biomarkers
to be quantified and the results
reported to a mobile phone or laptop
computer.

6. As one of the global pioneers in
saliva diagnostics and research, what
is your vision with saliva 10 years
from now? 

Although Oasis Diagnostics is still a
small player on the world diagnostics
scene, I hope that we can make an
impact by developing technologies for
some of the world’s most debilitating
diseases, e.g. Alzheimer’s disease,
cancer, Parkinson’s disease and malaria,
using saliva specimens. The initial goal
is to develop laboratory based tests
using saliva, where samples are
collected remotely from patients,
stabilized and sent to the Oasis
Research Laboratory for testing, but the
ultimate goal is the development of
simple point of care tests that can be
used in a doctor’s office clinic, mobile
van or more or less any testing location.

7. According to you, what would be
the best methods to spread
awareness about the magic of saliva
inside the scientific community and
among the common mass? 

The companies 23andMe and
Ancestry.com have put saliva on the
map and the COVID-19 pandemic has
actually been an area where saliva has
really come into its own as a specimen
type. I think the development of new
tests and technologies from saliva will
be the best way to spread the word to
the world that saliva truly is the
“Golden” biofluid. You are doing your
own bit as I am through Saliva Symposia
to provide forums where researchers
and the commercial sector can meet
and forge new collaborations.
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8. What would be your message to
students, professionals and early
career researchers about the
prospect of the saliva research field? 

As of today I would suggest that
entering the field of saliva research or
development of new saliva
technologies would be a very good area
for career development. I would
certainly support the idea of many new
innovative scientists entering this field
as the whole world will benefit for more
saliva based tools.
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The risk posed by COVID19 to human health has created the need for the
development of appropriate diagnostic aids. Tremendous efforts are being put into
diagnostic research of COVID19. The significance of saliva-based diagnosis for
COVID19 is increasing day by day. Guanhua Xun and team from the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign reported a new Scalable and Portable Testing (SPOT)
system for COVID19 diagnosis using saliva samples. The SPOT assay uses of Reverse
Transcriptase – Loop-Mediated Isothermal Amplification (RT-LAMP) technique,
followed by PfAgo-based target sequence detection. PfAgo is the RNA silencing protein
of archaea Pyrococcus furiosus. This PfAgo can cleave the target DNA. The SPOT device
detects the most frequently tested target genes of SARS-CoV-2, N, and E genes in
SARS-CoV-2 virus-spiked saliva samples within 30 min. The SPOT device is rapid,
accurate, hand-held, portable, and battery-powered. This saliva-based technique gives
quick results and can be used where urgent COVID19 diagnosis is required. 

www.genomeden.com                   4
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SPOT for COVID19 Diagnosis



The interactions between the inhabiting
microorganisms (especially Lactobacillus spp.,
Bacillus spp., Clostridium spp., Bacteroides spp.,
Escherichia spp. and Bifidobacterium spp.) within
the human host play a vital role in maintaining
the overall physiological homeostasis by
regulating the immune responses through the
pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs),
microbial metabolites, and the microbial
interactions with the progenitor cells and the
mature immune cells, and influencing the lungs to
secret the type I interferons (IFNs) resulting in the
anti-viral state against severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) as well as in
the modulation in the host inflammatory
responses and in the increase in the level of
opportunistic pathogens. Hence the dysbiosis in
the gut microbial composition may reduce the
microbial commensals with a concomitant
increase in the dominance of the opportunistic
pathogens. 

Faculty's Corner
Dr Rashed Noor
Department of Life Sciences (DLS), 
School of Environment and Life Sciences (SELS),
Independent University, Bangladesh (IUB).

Human gut microorganisms
in the protection against
COVID-19
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Indeed, the alteration in the gut microbial flora
has already been noticed during the respiratory
viral infections with a subsequent identification of
COVID-19 respiratory tract microorganisms, which
in turn may influence the lungs via the gut-lung
microbiome crosstalk, resulting in decreased
metabolism of lipid and the increased rate of
carbohydrate metabolism. The infection by the
SARS-CoV-2 has been reported to alter the gut
barrier with a simultaneous and systemic spread
of bacteria (microbial translocation), endotoxins,
and microbial metabolites augmenting the
systemic inflammation, disordered integrity of the
intestinal barrier integrity leading towards the
COVID-19 severity. Thus, the gut microorganisms
have been proven to impart a significant role in
the pulmonary immunity as well as the host's
defense against the viral respiratory infections.
Besides, the commencement of dysbiosis within
the oropharyngeal microbiome has been noticed
among the severe COVID-19 patients; and the
alterations within the upper respiratory tract flora
instigated by SARS-CoV-2 was also observed to
increase the disease fatality. 

Like the gut bacteria, viruses are indispensable
components of the commensal microflora. For
example, pegivirus from Flaviviridae family has
long been found within the healthy blood donors;
and is known to reduce the of T cells, B cells,
natural killer (NK) cells and monocytes; with a
benefit of decreasing the advancement of the
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection.
Another example is the bacteriophage within the
gut which can transform the functional normal
flora to the opportunistic pathogen(s) possibly
through the horizontal gene transfer, and hence
may impact the bacterial virulence, drug-
resistance traits, and the formation of biofilm.
Combining the traits of the gut bacterial and viral
inhabitants, it is therefore understood that the
composition of a person's gut microbiome may
project the development of the symptoms of
SARS-CoV-2 infections.
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VerOFy® is a unique platform
technology that uses a
combination of rapid and
standardized saliva collection
along with high-quality
immunochromatographic test
strips that provide immediate
results in the field or point-of-care
locations. The VerOFy®
technology is aimed at using
saliva samples to provide a
qualitative or quantitative
assessment of biomarker levels,
multiple diseases, or disease
states, and for use in any setting
where immediate results are
required. The nature of the test is
simple and can be used in remote
areas where there is no access to
laboratories.

VerOFy® & LIAM™ - Rapid
Saliva Point-of-Care Testing

Specific applications of VerOFy®
under development include saliva
tests for cortisol, testosterone,
and a multiplex test detecting
multiple hormone biomarkers.
Future tests include salivary
biomarker tests for Alzheimer’s
disease, Parkinson’s disease,
sleep disorders, Anti-Malarian
Hormone (AMH).

LIAM™ (Lite Image Analysis Module) is a
portable scanning module for use with
the VerOFy® technology. LIAM™ is
designed to quantify results from a
VerOFy® Rapid, Oral Fluid Test. It also
offers the ability to transfer files directly
to a smartphone or Bluetooth-capable
device. LIAM™ is a battery-powered,
light, hand-held, and is capable of
operating in hard-to-reach field
locations. 

VerOFy® & LIAM™ developed by Oasis
Diagnostics provides rapid saliva point-
of-care testing.

Product Review
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Dr Gargi Roy Goswami, 
Founder & Director,  
Indian Academy For Clinical And Dental Genetics,
Honorary Invited Peer Reviewer, 
National Research Foundation, South Africa

The research problem statement can
be formulated in 4 steps.

Step 1 - Put the problem in context.
This means to write down whatever we
know about the problem that we have.

Step 2 - Describe the precise issue to
be addressed. We need to ask
ourselves what more is needed to
know.

Step 3 - Find the relevance of the
problem. This means to understand
why we need to know this problem.

Step 4 - Set the objectives of the
research. What ever you have planned
to find out from your research are your
objectives.

  

How To Formulate
A Research Problem
Statement

Research Shorts

 
 

Watch video 
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F O R E N S I C  O D O N T O L O G Y
C O U R S E  R E V I E W

Forensic odontology deals with the
application of knowledge of dentistry
for law and investigation. It involves
proper handling, examination,
evaluation, and presentation of dental
evidence In front of the justice system. 

Forensic odontologists use unique
characteristics of teeth sets, dental
radiographs, and bite marks in crime
investigations.  They compare the
antemortem with the postmortem
data. It is used in both civil and
criminal law.

Roles and responsibilities of a
Forensic Odontologist-

·Identification of people in criminal
investigation and mass
calamities/disasters.
·Age estimation based on dental data. 
·Collecting and analyzing Bite-Mark
Evidence.
·Obtaining DNA from teeth and
analyzing it.
·Assessment of Dental radiographs.
·Visiting the crime scene.
·Collecting evidence.
·Attending autopsies.
·Crime prosecution.
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Types of courses available in
forensic odontology-

·Masters course – MSc in Forensic
Odontology
·Certificate Courses – Short term,
Advanced, PG certificate courses
·Fellowship program in forensic
odontology.

Types of courses available in
forensic odontology

·Masters course – MSc in Forensic
Odontology
·Certificate Courses – Short term,
Advanced, PG certificate courses
·Fellowship program in forensic
odontology.

Job Opportunities for a Forensic
Odontologist.

They can work full-time or part-time
and also as a consultant forensic
odontologist for the government
crime bureau. A forensic odontologist
can join the institutes training
students in forensic odontology.
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Student's Corner

Photodynamic Antimicrobial
Chemotherapy (PACT) is a relatively
new strategy to destroy
microorganisms by the association of
light and a photosensitizer (light-
sensitive dye). This method makes use
of the combined action of
photosensitizer agent and light of
specific wavelength resulting in the
generation of cytotoxic reactive oxygen
species in the presence of oxygen to
target and kill microbial pathogens. It is
effective against drug-resistant
microorganisms and oral bacteria
organized in biofilms are also
susceptible to PACT.

www.genomeden.com                         12

Mechanism of Action
(Mai et al., 2017), (Coitiño et al., 2014).

Procedure:

Complete disinfection is achieved by
the activation of compounds by low-
intensity lasers when photosensitive
compounds are topically applied in the
gingival sulcus.

Light irradiation

Cytotoxic ROS generated by
photosensitive moieties

Absorption of light

Photosensitizer excited to
higher excited singlet state

Intersystem crossing of excited
photosensitizer to excited triplet

state

Molecular oxygen Quenches
electron

Toxic reactive oxygen species are
generated.

 
 Destruction of microorganisms

Photodynamic Antimicrobial Chemotherapy (PACT)

Scope in Periodontics



Advantages:

●  PACT is a non-invasive and
economical approach for the
treatment of locally occurring infection.
●  Repeated doses can be given
without the need for total dose
limitations.
●  Equally effective against antibiotic
resistance and antibiotic
susceptible bacteria.
● Convenient for patients.

Shalinidinesh

Dental Intern 
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Conclusion :

PACT has already proven its wide
range of use in the treatment of
cancer, caries, killing oral bacteria in
biofilms, cultures etc. Therefore new
studies with different parameters of
PACT should be conducted to develop
clinical protocols to make it available
and feasible in clinical practice.

Limitations:

● Limited clinical studies.
● Efficacy is unclear.
● Non- uniformity in protocol.



 

Special Issue
COVID19
Updates
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COVID 19 caused by SARS-CoV-2 is known
to be strongly associated with
hypercoagulopathies. Such an increase in
the risk of thrombus formation and
bleeding in COVID 19 patients has
increased their need for hospitalization.
Examples of few coagulopathies are -
Venous thromboembolism, pulmonary
thromboembolism, arterial thrombosis and
disseminated intravascular coagulation.
These coagulopathies lead to formation of
huge blood clots/ thrombus which are
broken down by plasmin via activation of
fibrinolytic pathway. Plasmin breaks fibrin
present in blood clot into fragments which
are called as D dimmers. Therefore raise in
D dimer levels denotes underlying
coagulopathy.

Many studies have shown elevated D
dimer levels in COVID 19 patients.
Significantly higher levels were found in
critically ill hospitalized patients.
Basically, D dimer can be used to rule
out a thrombus/ huge blood clots.

D  d i m e r  i n
C O V I D  1 9

D r  R u j u t a  P a t i l
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The D dimer level estimation plus imaging like CT scan,
angiogram can be combined with clinical signs and symptoms
to diagnose coagulopathies. If D dimer levels are within normal
range, it denotes absence of thrombotic activity. Hence, D
dimer can be used as an inflammatory coagulation biomarker.
Such an  information can help doctors combat the COVID 19
associated coagulopathies and thereby reduce morbidity and
mortality of patients.
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India has approved two COVID 19 vaccines for restricted emergency use to fight the

pandemic. Curiosity arises about the production and mechanism of these vaccines.

As journey of both these vaccines is different, first let us talk about “COVAXIN”

which is developed by Hyderabad based - BHARAT BIOTECH in collaboration with

Indian Council for Medical Research (ICMR) and National Institute of Virology.

Covaxin is an 'inactivated vaccine’ which means that the SARS-CoV-2  viral strain is

in an inactive form and hence it neither causes any infection nor does it replicate

inside the recipient’s body, on the other hand “COVISHIELD” is developed by

University of Oxford and pharmaceutical company AstraZeneca and its Indian

partner is Pune - based Serum Institute. Covishield contains adenovirus which is a

common causative agent for common cold in chimpanzees. The virus is weakened

and genetically modified to make the "non-replicating viral vector vaccine". The

SARS-Cov-2 utilizes spike protein to enter human cell by attaching to it. Therefore

both these vaccines aim at making our immune system recognize these spike

proteins and produce antibodies in large quantities so as to neutralize the

coronavirus.

Covid 19 Vaccines
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Pregnant Woman Receiving
COVID19 Vaccination gives Birth to
First Baby Born with Antibodies
Vaccination is one such topic which is talked upon a lot these days. Many COVID19
vaccines have been developed all over the world and people are being vaccinated. So let
us understand how vaccines actually work. Vaccines works on the mechanism of
provoking immune response and producing antibodies. These antibodies are proteins
that attack the pathogen (eg – Virus, Bacteria), blocks its entry, weaken and  kill it and
provide protection to the body. Some cells called 'Memory cells' are produced once a
person is vaccinated, which further produce antibodies. As the name suggests, these cells
remember the type of antibodies produced and therefore if the same pathogen like virus
enters body after being vaccinated, it produces the same type of antibodies and kills the
virus. A very interesting observation was noted when Moderna COVID19 vaccine shot was
given to a pregnant frontline health worker in South Florida. She got her first dose of
vaccine at 36 weeks of pregnancy and 3 weeks later she gave birth to a healthy baby girl
without completing the second dose. The baby girl tested positive for the antibodies,
which suggested that the antibodies were transferred from mother to baby with only
single dose of vaccine. The SARS-CoV-2 IgG antibodies were detectable in newborn's cord
blood sample after vaccination. The vaccinated breastfeeding mothers have also shown
presence of antibodies in the breast milk which has the capacity to neutralize the virus.
This shows that a vaccinated mother can potentially transfer antibodies to the baby via
placenta and breast milk, thus provide protection against COVID19. Does this mean that a
pregnant woman can get vaccinated? Although there are studies going on about
vaccinating pregnant women, yet  there is no clear picture on the safety and efficacy of
these vaccines during pregnancy. Hence, there is more research needed in this area.
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COVID19 is a multi-organ disease affecting
lung, heart, kidney and brain. This has led
to increase in COVID19 related research
worldwide, yet there is limited knowledge
on mechanisms of COVID19 disease
pathogenesis which has hampered
attempts to develop targeted antiviral
strategies. The SARS-CoV-2 enters the
human body and dysregulates cellular
mechanisms to replicate and infect more
cells. Thus, one effective way of
formulating an effective antiviral therapy
is by identifying and targeting these
dysregulated signaling pathways. 

Gustavo Gracia from University of
California and team of scientists
developed a high-throughput drug
screening system to identify potential
antiviral drugs targeting SARS-CoV-2. This
system assesses the potent anti viral
activity exhibited by certain protein kinase
inhibitors. The protein kinases are
enzymes that modulate functions of
proteins. The protein kinase inhibitors
block the action of these protein kinases.
From primary screening, 34 compounds
were identified that inhibit virus mediated
killing of epithelial cells. The screening
also confirmed three compounds showing
antiviral activity –
·Berzosertib (VE-822), 
·Vistusertib (AZD2014), 
·Nilotinib
Amongst these Berzosertib was most
potent. These compounds can be further
evaluated for the treatment of COVID19
patients.

COVID19
Updates

S A R S - C o V - 2
T h e r a p e u t i c
S t r a t e g y
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Top Selling
Covid19 Drugs
And Vaccines

Covid19 
Medicat ions
Veklury (Remdesivir) is the first FDA approved
drug to treat Covid19. It is a SARS-CoV-2
nucleotide analog RNA polymerase inhibitor. It
is indicated for adults and pediatric patients (12
years of age and older and weighing at least 40
kg) requiring hospitalization.

COVID19
MEDICATIONS

COMPANY 

Veklury® (Remdesivir) Gilead Sciences

Bamlanivimab Eli Lilly

Bamlanivimab is the FDA Authorized Monoclonal Antibody for Treatment of Covid19.
It is indicated for pediatric patients who are 12 years of age and older weighing at
least 40 kilograms (about 88 pounds) and those who are 65 years of age or older. It is
also used for Covid19 patients who have certain chronic medical conditions and who
are at high risk for progressing to severe Covid19 and/or hospitalization.  
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C o v i d 1 9
V a c c i n e s
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S A L S I  2 0 2 1
W I N N E R S

SALSI is a first of its kind interdisciplinary international meet in
India that focuses on immense potential of saliva as a disease

diagnostic tool, saliva therapeutics and saliva biomarker research
on a global perspective. It shows newer pathways in applications of

molecular genetics and genomic technologies in daily diagnosis
and research, brings to you live demonstration of latest saliva
collection tools, point of care devices and saliva therapeutics.

SALSI also shows newer career opportunities and pathways to
bioentrepreneurship.
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Dr Rujuta Patil

 

Research Idea Award

3 Minute thesis (3MT) Award for Post
graudates

KRRIA  Dr Kamalesh Roy Research Idea Award

Abirami M

 

Devangana Mukherjee
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Paarthieban TB

 

 

SALSI 2021 Overall  Best Research

Undergraduate Category Postgraduate Category

Dr Ambili.R

 

Dr. Deeksha Gahlot

 
Faculty Category
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Edureels (Video making Contest)

Dr. Neesha Shetty

 

Dr. Deeksha Gahlot

 

Rap Genius Contest

Dr. Monika Pal
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White Poetry Contest

Dr Satarupa
Debnath 

 

Dr Bina Kashyap

 

Dr Anand
shankar sarkar

 

Dr. Neesha Shetty

 Postgraduate Category

Dr Sukriti
Rawal 

 

Undergraduate Category

Faculty Category

Dr Avylin Mac
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UG Paper Presentation

Dr Bhavika
Suri

 

Aakriti
Bharbutta

 

Dr Stalanpreet
Kaur 
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UG Poster Presentation

Jayati Pandey 

 

Dr. Kritheka K.

 

Dr Arundhati
Rao

 

Naseem Dashti 

 

Dr Sanjo
Cherian John

 

Sumit Arora 
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PG Paper/Poster Presentation

Dr. Vaibhav
Pandita

 

Dr Dimpy
Mazumdar

 

Dr. Deepshikha
Tyagi 

 

Dr Himani
Singh

 

Dr Neetu
Pandey
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PhD Paper Presentation

Dr Ruchi Pandey

 

Dr Kiran Jadhav

 

Md. Iqbal Azmi 
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Faculty Paper Presentation

 MDS, PhD, Professor, 
Department of Oral Pathology and
Microbiology,
Centre for Basic Sciences,
Manipal College of Dental Sciences,
Manipal

 

Dr Monica Charlotte
Solomon

 

Dr Deepa Ponnaiyan

 Associate Professor in SRM Dental
College , Ramapuram, Chennai. 
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Faculty Poster Presentation

HOD, Dept of Oral Pathology SKSS
Dental College , Ludhiana Punjab

 

Dr Gaganjot Kaur

 

Dr Spoorti Kulkarni

 
Assistant Professor
Department of Oral Pathology and
Microbiology
Manipal College of Dental Science's
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